The Written Test for Six-Month Bridge Program (Certificate) in Community Health, NHM, Uttar Pradesh was conducted on June 16, 2019, for both of the sessions (July 2019 Session and January 2020 Session).

The result is being declared for both the sessions, i.e. (July 2019 Session and January 2020 Session).

**How to check the result of CHO:**

The result shall be uploaded on www.sams.co.in, candidates can check their result by entering Application Number/ Roll No. (as mentioned in the admit card and in the online application form) and Date of Birth.

There will be four remarks in the result:

- **Shortlisted:** Candidate is eligible for appointment for the CHO position, after successful document verification by concerned District Official;

- **Waitlist:** If any vacancy gets vacated due to non-joining of the shortlisted candidate. Candidates from the waitlist shall be utilized to fill the vacancy, in alignment with the state reservation policy. Candidate must be successful in the document verification by concerned District Official;

- **Not Shortlisted:** Marks obtained by candidate less than waitlisted candidates, but above the cut off marks;

- **Failed:** Candidates obtained marks less than cut off marks.

Please note that candidates who are waitlisted in the July 2019 session can fall in the provisional shortlisted list in the Result of January 2020 session.

**Cut off Marks:**

(1) 33% for Un-Reserved;
(2) 30% for OBC
(3) 24% for SC, ST

**Important guidelines for July 2019 Session result:**

(a) For July 2019 Session, shortlist for 2,805 vacancies shall be announced and a Waitlist has been generated in the ratio of 1:5
(b) Waitlist of July 2019 Session, according to merit rank, shall be provisionally considered shortlist against 3,184 vacancies for January 2020 Session.
(c) If a candidate is shortlisted for July 2019 Session and does not join in July 2019 Session s/he shall not be eligible for January 2020 Session, and his/her candidature shall be deemed cancelled.
If a candidate is selected from the waiting list of July 2019 Session, s/he shall not be eligible for January 2020 Session and his/her candidature shall be automatically cancelled for January 2020 Session, even if her/his remark is provisional shortlisted for January 2020 Session.

**Important Guidelines for January 2020 Session result:**

(a) For January 2020 Session, Waitlist of July 2019 Session, according to merit rank, shall be provisionally considered shortlist against 3,184 (11 positions out of 3195 vacancies is being kept reserved till further order)

(b) If any vacancy gets vacated due to not-joining of the candidate. Candidates from the waitlist shall be utilized to fill the position, in alignment with the state reservation policy. Candidate must be successful in the document verification by concerned District Official;

Note: After the completion of joining process of July 2019 Session, final result of shortlisted and waitlisted of January 2020 Session shall be announced tentatively in November/December 2019. Shortlisted or Waitlisted Candidates who had been offered position in July 2019 session shall not be included in the final result of Jan-2020 Session.

**Offer Letter for July 2019 Session:**

The offer letters of shortlisted candidates shall be uploaded on www.sams.co.in. Shortlisted candidates can download their offer letter by entering their Application ID/ Roll No. and Date of Birth.

**Location Allocation:**

Districts shall be allotted based on Merit Rank of the Candidates and their district preference provided in online applications. As per the declaration which was given by the respective candidates while filling the online form “I fully understand that details of location preference, as above, are being solicited for information purposes only. Job postings shall be decided by the NHM, UP officials based on merit list rank of the candidate in the written test. I fully agree to abide by the location of posting determined by NHM, UP through the above process.”

**Document Verification Process:**

(a) Document Verification of Shortlisted Candidates shall be done by Concerned Chief Medical Officer in District.

(b) The shortlisted candidates need to produce the required details which were asked at the time of filling online application form (personal, education, experience, registration, etc.) by the applicants for the document validation process.

(c) The candidature of shortlisted candidates who do not possess requisite credential/documents/experience/registration as per the ToR required in the advertisement will be treated as cancelled for selection

(d) Candidates shall also be deemed to be disqualified for misrepresentation of the facts as per acceptance of declaration given at the time of submitting the online application form.

(e) Candidates who shall not reported at the allotted location within the stipulated time period shall not be provided any other opportunity for joining the position, and the positions shall be offered to the next candidate in the merit list.
The Signing of Surety Bond:

Candidates have to sign a Surety bond to serve at Sub Centre/Health & Wellness Centre for at least three years after successful completion of Six months training.

Joining:

After successful completion of document verification and other processes, Appointment Letter will be issued by concerned Chief Medical Officer at District.